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The Hidden Causes of Erection Problems (and how to solve them)
Weak erections can cause havoc in your relationship and to your self-esteem. In this report I’m going to share
with you the main underlying causes of erection problems which are not medical issues. I will then explain how
to end these problems so you can remove performance anxiety and immediately begin to improve your ability
to relate intimately.
"I feel like a new man – a 30-year old one! How wonderful to have such control, 15 to 30-minute love making and not
totally buggered at the end. I am so grateful to you, for how you have helped me. What wonderful changes to my
love life – I am having trouble finding words to explain myself."
Ben (72) New Zealand
Lifetime premature Ejaculation AND Erectile Dysfunction solved after one week of practicing my unique method.

With the correct knowledge and technique, I am totally confident you will swiftly restore strong erections as
well as a happy and satisfying sex life.

So, what causes erection problems?
The hidden causes of erection problems include:
=> Suppression of sexual arousal
=> Your partner’s unwillingness to have sex with you
=> An inability to stay focused on the sexual act
=> Lacking the knowledge to attain and maintain a strong erection as well as full control.
Now let’s look at these in more detail:

Suppression of sexual arousal
Suppression of sexual arousal can lead to weakness in your PC muscle. The PC muscle controls all movement of
your penis and controls ejaculation. Every time you suppress your sexual arousal you are causing your penis to
become weaker!
Reasons for suppressing sexual arousal include:
=> Stress, anxiety, workload
=> Personal inactivity
=> Lack of exercise
=> No desire
=> An inability to redirect sexual arousal
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Your partner’s unwillingness to have sex with you
If your partner is reluctant to have sex with you,
They may be:
=> Feeling emotionally unfulfilled by you
=> Feeling disconnected from you
=> Feeling unfulfilled by your technique
=> Feeling pressured to have sex
=> Feeling unfulfilled by the amount of performance time you give them
In many cases this is the main reason for relationship breakup because it creates doubt!
Doubt for you – of your ability to perform…
Doubt for them – of your ability to fulfil them.

Then there is the inability to stay focused on the sexual act
The more worried you are about performing and maintaining a strong erection, the worse your erection problem
(and relationship problems) become.
Due to this continuous mental pressure, you completely lose your ability to focus on attaining (and maintaining)
an erect penis during the sexual act AND lose your ability to feel emotionally connected to your partner before,
during and after sex.
Without the right focus, your brain and body are unable to unite during sex to achieve the desired result - which
is to attain a hard erection, maintain a hard erection (with full control) AND stay emotionally connected to your
partner at the same time.

How to restore a hard erection
In this report I have identified the hidden causes of erection problems. To be able to attain (and keep) an
erection you need to address ALL of these above causes. Otherwise you may only partially heal your erection
problem – which means you could be doomed to having weak erections and may struggle to retain confidence
in your relationship, for the rest of your life.
MANY of my clients suffered from these problems for YEARS and were NEVER able to resolve them UNTIL they
learned my unique method.

If you want to achieve a superior sex life, I can supply the answers
I teach a new technique which fully explains the reasons you are underperforming. You can FINALLY understand
the mechanics required to TOTALLY RESOLVE your SEXUAL PROBLEMS! This method is unique to me and is
unavailable elsewhere.
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Imagine how great it would be to be rid of this horrible problem forever?
My unique technique enables you to END all erection problems, so you can eliminate sexual frustration and
performance anxiety and gain the confidence you need to succeed in your most important relationship – that
of you and your partner.
Eliminate the underlying causes of your erection problem/s now! Remember that testimonial you read at the
start of this report?
Ben suffered from sexual problems for all his adult life because he procrastinated and put off dealing with them.
He now hopes that his honest feedback will encourage other men to get past their anxiety and embarrassment
so they too can end their erection and relationship problems.

Get started on restoring a happy and satisfying sex life today
Problem solving begins with identifying problem areas. Click to download my “Hidden Causes of Erection
Problems Checklist”
Then book your complimentary 20-minute strategy session here to get clear on the best way forward.
I guarantee your privacy and I will never judge you. Sessions are available online via Skype video from anywhere
in the world.
I can also solve these problems via my pre-recorded program Sex Mastery: Hard AND in Control!
I'm totally confident I can help you resolve your anxiety and sex problems and look forward to helping you
restore fulfillment in this important arena of your life.
Regain the confidence in intimacy you deserve.

Jacqui Olliver
Psychosexual Relationship Specialist
Email: jacqui@endtheproblem.com
Website: www.EndTheProblem.com

